CLEANING OF MR FLUFFY DEMOLITION VEHICLES

This advice is prepared for demolition contractors transporting waste to Mugga Lane Resource Management Centre (MLRMC) from loose fill asbestos insulation affected residential Mr Fluffy premises.

REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS

Any business transporting waste (including asbestos) anywhere in the ACT is required to hold a registration under the Waste Management and Resource Recovery Act 2016 (Waste Act). All vehicles used by that business are required to be listed in that registration.

Applications for registration as a waste transporter can be made via Access Canberra using the Waste Facility and Waste Transporter form.

Businesses transporting waste in the ACT without a registration under the Waste Act may be subject to significant penalties.

RULES APPLYING TO TRANSPORT OF MR FLUFFY DEMOLITION WASTE

Demolition waste is to be transported in vehicles operating under an Environment Protection Authority (EPA) Environmental Authorisation to Mugga Lane Resource Management Centre (MLRMC) and cleaned, in accordance with:

> Asbestos Response Taskforce Waste Policy
> Environment Protection Information Sheet No. 5 Requirement for the transport and disposal of asbestos contaminated wastes
> MLRMC Site Rules.

ASBESTOS REMOVAL CLEARANCE CERTIFICATES NOT REQUIRED

Demolition waste vehicles are not required to be certified free of asbestos by a licensed asbestos assessor and do not require asbestos removal clearance certificates after being cleaned.

CLEANING FACILITIES PROVIDED AT MLRMC

Facilities have been provide at MLRMC for cleaning of vehicles that have transported demolition material from Mr Fluffy loose fill asbestos affected properties. All vehicles transporting loose fill asbestos demolition waste should be cleaned at MLRMC. Trucks must not be cleaned at a residential site or at a depot between loads.

EXTERIOR CLEANING

The exterior of all vehicles will be cleaned by MLRMC staff on every occasion before leaving the site.

INTERIOR TRAY OR SKIP CLEANING

The interior trays or skips must be cleaned before leaving MLRMC to go to a non-Mr Fluffy job or if the vehicle will travel over the ACT/NSW border. Arrangements have been made at MLRMC for interior tray or skip cleaning on request. MLRMC will keep records of this interior clean for future reference.
TARPING

All vehicles transporting Mr Fluffy demolition waste must be kept covered. Vehicles that do not have their interior tray or skip cleaned between Mr Fluffy demolition loads or to be parked overnight between loads must be re-tarped before leaving MLRMC. Tarps should be kept in good condition and replaced if damaged or worn out. If a tarp becomes damaged during transit you should return to MLRMC and have the interior tray or skip cleaned.

OVERNIGHT PARKING

Vehicles operating under an Environmental Authorisation for Mr Fluffy demolition work must be kept covered when parked overnight between Mr Fluffy loads, except if the interior tray or skip has been cleaned at MLRMC.

INTERSTATE PARKING

All vehicles intending to travel over the ACT/NSW border must be cleaned both inside the trays or skip and outside before leaving MLRMC. Records will be kept at MLRMC of this clean.

FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information visit act.gov.au/accessCBR or call Access Canberra on 13 22 81.
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